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Abstract 

When applying Missing Feature Theory to noise robust 
speech recognition, spectral features are labeled as either 
reliable or unreliable in the time-frequency plane. The 
acoustic model evaluation of the unreliable features is 
modified to express that their clean values are unknown or 
confined within bounds. Classically, MFT requires an 
assumption of statistical independence in the spectral domain, 
which deteriorates the accuracy on clean speech. In this paper, 
MFT is expressed in any domain that is a linear transform of 
(log-)spectra, for example for cepstra and their time-
derivatives. The acoustic model evaluation is recast as a non-
negative least squares problem. Approximate solutions are 
proposed and the success of the method is shown through 
experiments on the AURORA-2 database.  

1. Introduction 

The speech units of an acoustic model of a speech recognizer 
are trained on many examples of their occurrence. This 
learning approach has poor generalization properties when 
there is a mismatch between training and testing conditions 
and results in poor robustness. One source of mismatch is 
caused by additive noise to the speech signal. While other 
sources of mismatch such as dialects, accents, Lombard 
effects,  … are difficult to understand and to model, the effect 
of noise addition on the extracted features is a tractable 
calculation. Hence it is somehow a shame to use mixed style 
training techniques to account for the impact of noise. 
In this paper, the mismatch between clean training examples 
and noisy testing features will be reduced by applying Missing 
Feature Theory (MFT) [1]. A missing feature detector will 
identify at any given time which components of a feature 
vector are corrupted by the noise. Those so-called unreliable
features will be treated differently in the acoustic model 
evaluation, to express that their values have different statistics 
than those of clean speech. The reliable components on the 
other hand are treated as if they have been computed in the 
absence of noise. 
The missing feature models holds fairly well in the spectral 
domain. When examining noisy spectrograms, one can 
observe that the areas of low speech energy in the time-
frequency plane are replaced by the noise spectra, while the 
high energy zones, such as the formants of voiced speech are 
only affected for high noise levels. A major problem with the 
application of MFT to current state-of-the-art speech 
recognizers is that they use cepstral or other features which are 
obtained from a spectral representation by linear 
transformations. While the noise contamination is localized in 
the time-frequency plane, all transformed features are usually 
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ted if one spectral value is unreliable. Hence, most 
s have applied MFT in the spectral domain, using 
ian mixtures with diagonal covariance. This model is 
 to be inferior with respect to for example a model in 

pstral domain. The goal of this paper is to formulate the 
approach for the features and an acoustic modeling that 
d by most mainstream speech recognizers. 
is applied in several variants. One MFT approach for 
g with unreliable features called marginalization is to 
ard them, which is motivated by the reasoning that 
g features carry no information. In [2], this method is 
d in the cepstral domain. The approach that will be used 
s paper on the other hand will infer the clean speech 
 of the missing features by taking an upper bound on 
values into account. Indeed, when noise is added to the 
, the unknown clean speech energy at a particular place 
 time-frequency plane will be lower than the observed 
energy. Notice that this is an approximation since speech 
ise might also cancel each other. 
aper is organized as follows: section 2 describes the 
 to which this paper applies, section 3 describes a few 

red approaches of MFT to noise robust speech 
ition and recasts Gaussian evaluation using MFT as a 

egative least squares problem. Experimental evaluations 
ovided in section 4. Final considerations, suggestions for 
r work and conclusions are provided in sections 5 and 6.  

2. The speech recognizer 

study focuses on noise that is additive to the speech 
. Unknown filtering will not be considered in this paper. 
peech recognizer is assumed to have a mainstream 
-based architecture with Gaussian mixture acoustic 
s. In the front-end, a low-resolution spectral 
entation is computed by a filter bank through 
wing, framing, FFT, filter bank integration and 
ear compression. For each frame t, this results in a K-
sional spectral vector y(t). A typical example would be 
mputation of a MEL-scaled log-spectrum with a fixed 

 rate as it will be used in section 4 of this paper. 
quently, the vectors from a sliding window of length 
 centered around t are stacked to form the augmented 
al vector y’(t): 
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Finally, this augmented spectral vector is transformed linearly 
to form the feature vector f(t) of dimension D: 

( ) ( )t t′=f C y  (2) 

where C is a real-valued D-by-(2M+1)K-matrix. In case of 
cepstral features with time derivatives, C would take the form: 
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where CDCT is the (truncated) DCT matrix and ⊗ denotes the 
Kronecker product. The 2M+1 dimensional row vectors bstatic, 
bdelta and bacc are the FIR filter coefficients to compute static, 
delta and acceleration features, i.e. bstatic is all zeros except for 
the central entry and bdelta could be chosen as one of the well-
known regression formulas. In case of LDA-features, C could 
be a full matrix. 
The acoustic model assumes a Gaussian mixture for the state 
probability density functions in the f-space: 

( )( ) ( )( )| ; ,iq iq iq
i

P t q w N t=∑f f � �  (4) 

where q denotes the HMM state, i is the mixture index and 
N(x ; µµµµ, ΣΣΣΣ) denotes a D-dimensional multivariate Gaussian 
density function at x with mean µµµµ and covariance ΣΣΣΣ (usually 
diagonal). Instead of using (4) directly, the equivalent HMM 
formulation will be used where every state q is decomposed 
into a set of fully connected expanded states (i,q), each with 
density 

( )( ) ( )( )| , ; ,iq iqP t i q N t=f f � 	  (5) 

The transition probabilities are adjusted appropriately with 
the mixture weights. This step is made for theoretical 
convenience; in practice, the expansion of the HMM does not 
need an explicit implementation. 

3. Problem formulation 

The following notations will be used for the spectral K-
vectors: y(t) for the noisy speech, s(t) for the clean speech and 
n(t) for the noise. Similarly, a prime will be added to denote 
the corresponding (2M+1)K-vectors of stacked frames. The 
subscripts u and r will be used to denote the unreliable and 
reliable components of a vector respectively. 
Because of the noise addition assumption, the noisy spectral 
frame can be expressed as a function of the clean speech 
spectrum, the noise spectrum and their phase differences.  
This yields the approximation that in any of the K filter bank 
channels, either the speech or the noise dominates the output: 

( ) ( ) ( )( )max ,t t t≈y s n  (6) 

where the max-operator works component-wise over its 2 
arguments. Equation (6) also leads to the approximate 
constraint: 

( ) ( )u ut t≤s y  (7) 

where the inequality holds component-wise. This inequality 
will be used as a constraint for estimating the missing clean 
speech spectral values. 

3.1. MFT in the spectral domain 

If s(t) is modeled by a sum of Gaussian mixtures with 
diagonal covariance, then the “data imputation using bounds” 
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d described in section 3.6 of [1] can be applied. For 
Gaussian, any missing feature component is replaced by 
rresponding component of the Gaussian mean µµµµiq or the 
 y(t) in equation (7), whichever is the smaller one. This 
maximizes the expanded state likelihood (5) under 

aint (7) and is hence the (i,q)-conditional maximum 
ood estimator of the clean speech given the noise. In 
ese estimates are combined with the posterior mixture 

bilities to from a q-conditional estimate. However, on an 
RA-2 evaluation (not reported on here), it was 
ed that better accuracy is obtained if each Gaussian is 
ted in its (i,q)-conditional estimate. Hence, in this 
 clean speech estimates will also be conditioned on the 
ded state or equivalently on the mixture component. 

FT in the cepstral domain 

inted out above, this section is equally valid for any 
 transformation (2) instead of the cepstral one. 
panded-state-conditional maximum likelihood estimate 
 missing components of the clean speech in s´(t) can be 
ed by maximizing (5) subject to the constraints (7). 
 constraints need to be expressed for every frame in the 
w [t-M, … , t, … , t+M]. By maximizing the logarithm 
 and neglecting the constant terms, the problem becomes 
nimization over s’ of the cost function 

( ) ( )1t

iq iq iq
−′ ′− −C s 
 � C s 
  (8) 

t to 

u u
′ ′≤s y  and r r

′ ′=s y  (9) 

notational convenience, the frame-dependence was 
ed. By grouping the columns of C into those that are 
lied by the reliable and unreliable features, yielding the 
es Cr and Cu , the cost function (8) is rewritten as 

) ( )1t

u u r r iq iq u u r r iq
−′ ′ ′ ′+ − + −C s C y �  C s C y �  (10) 

y, by substituting u u
′ ′= −s y x and by observing that the 

atic cost is associated with an equivalent least squares 
m, the non-negative least squares (NNLS) problem is 
ed: 

( )
1 1
2 2

iq u iq iq

− −

′≈ −
�

C x
�

C y �   with   x ≥ 0 (11) 

st cases, Cu has more columns than rows and (11) has an 
e number of solutions. Therefore, the NNLS problem 
e augmented with additional equations 
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  with   x ≥ 0 (12) 

 λ is a fixed weight.  
 generic choice of λ, h and H, the solution of the 
nted problem (12) will defer from the original solution, 

he impact can be controlled through λ. To avoid 
determination, the augmented matrix on the left hand 
f (12) should be of full rank. The complexity of the 
nted problem will be kept low by choosing a sparse 
re for H. In practice, h and H will be chosen to express 
erty of s’, such as the correlation over time due to the 
g overlap, the correlation over frequency due to the 

bank overlap, or an approximate covariance structure of 



3.3. Solving the NNLS problem 

Solving (12) for x is a standard mathematical problem that 
requires iteration. Because of the sparse structure, optimized 
techniques can be applied [3]. The exact solution of the non-
negative least squares problem will be obtained using the 
MATLAB snnls-function from [4].  
While exploiting the sparse structure of H speeds up the 
computation significantly, it is still too heavy for practical 
implementation. A first approximation - denoted by IT0 - is 
given by solving the sparse NNLS problem H x ≈ h only. A 
second approximation, denoted by IT1, is obtained by 
performing one gradient search step from the initial point IT0. 
The step size is controlled appropriately such that x ≥ 0 is not 
violated. 

3.4. Marginalization in the cepstral domain 

In marginalization [1], unreliable feature components are 
removed from the evaluation of a Gaussian. In the cepstral 
domain, this approach was described in [2], by inserting a 
diagonal weighting matrix W (ideally with weights 0 or 1) in 
the Gaussian exponential expression: 

( ) ( )1t t t
iq DCT iq DCT iq

−− −y � W C � C W y �
� �

 (13) 

where the tilde on the state mean indicates that it is computed 
in y-space (alternatively it can be obtained through an inverse 
of CDCT). While this approach is simple, like marginalization 
in the spectral domain, it does not use the bounds (7), which 
results in inferior accuracy with respect to the current 
approach. 

4. Experiments 

In this section, the theory outlined above will be evaluated for 
the special case of cepstral features, possibly with their 
derivatives.  
The choice for h and H used in this paper will be derived 
from the second order statistics of the y or y’ vectors, i.e. for 
every Gaussian (i,q) of the acoustic model in the cepstral 
domain, an auxiliary Gaussian will be estimated which is 
described by the mean µµµµa and covariance ΣΣΣΣa of y or y’ for that 
expanded state. The covariance structure will be 
approximated by a diagonal one, which leads to a diagonal H
matrix: 

1

2
a

−
=H � and ( )

1

2
a a

−
= −h � y �  (14) 

Notice that when applied to y, the solution of H x ≈ h is 
identical to the “expanded state conditional data imputation 
with bounds MFT-method” as explained in section 3.1. The 
diagonal structure of H allows the independent solution of the 
least squares problems per dimension. 
The experiments are based on an idealized missing feature 
detector, namely a features are unreliable if and only if s(t) ≤
n(t). In a real system, this component needs to be replaced by 
one that doesn’t use instantaneous speech and noise 
knowledge. The performance of a missing feature detector 
depends on the assumptions one is willing to make about the 
noise. Since the goal of this paper is to describe the 
framework for expressing MFT in the cepstral domain, the 
impact of these assumptions are factored out by the idealized 
detector. 
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peech recognition task is to recognize digit strings at a 
idth of 8 kHz embedded in artificially added noise as 
d in the AURORA-2 database [5]. Each recognition 
ment at a given SNR and noise type consists of 1001 
nces, comprising a total of over 3000 digits. The 
mental verification will be based on test set A for the 
ationary suburban train noise (N1). 

coustic models 

ront-end of the speech recognizer is the reference 
mentation Track 1 v2.0 as included in the AURORA 
ution. First, baseline models were trained on the clean 
g data using the AURORA reference script for 12 
al coefficients and c0 (no log-energy), their velocity and 
acceleration features. These acoustic models will be 
d to as CEP_D_A. All digits are represented by 16 
 states, connected strictly left-to-right without skips, 
with 3 Gaussians, without state tying. The inter-word 
e model has a single state and the leading/trailing 
e model has 3 HMM states with state transition structure 
in [5] and 6 Gaussian mixture components.  
 experiments are performed on static features only. The 

odel is derived from the CEP_D_A model by removing 
ynamic parameters from the state densities and 
ming 5 Baum-Welsh iterations on the static cepstra. 
uxiliary models are obtained by accumulating statistics 
 auxiliary features during the last Baum-Welch iteration 
 training process of the clean speech models using the 
HERest function in “single pass training” mode. In this 
very Gaussian of the CEP_D_A or CEP model gets and 
ated Gaussian with diagonal covariance whose statistics 
mputed on the auxiliary feature stream. 
ecoder and acoustic model scoring are implemented in 
 developed software that uses the same decoding 
ar and transition penalties as the HTK reference of the 
RA benchmark. 

tatic features 

e sake of simplicity, the method is first examined on 
cepstra where K = 23, M = 1 and D = 13. The accuracy 
ed with the CEP models serves as the baseline in Fig. 1 
ly dashed line). While the accuracy under clean 
ions is fairly good, the model exhibits hardly any 
ness to noise. The marginalization approach of section 
n fix some of the lack of robustness as depicted by the 
alled MARGIN. The accuracy obtained using the exact 
 solution as described in section 3.3 and (14) with 
5 is shown as the dashed line (NNLS) and exhibits far 
r robustness. This performance is well approximated by 
hich corresponds to constructing the MFT solution in 
ectral domain and evaluating the score in the cepstral 
n. When one gradient descent iteration is applied, the 
ood scores increase as well as the accuracy as depicted 
 curve IT1 in Fig. 1. Strangely, IT1 even outperforms 

xact NNLS solution. This observation needs further 
igation, but it could be explained by the over-estimation 
 Gaussian likelihood at the optimal NNLS solution, a 
menon reported upon in a separate paper and which 
s to a lesser extent to sub-optimal solutions such as IT1. 



4.4. Dynamic features 

In the reference front-end of the AURORA-2 task, the delta 
cepstra are computed on a 7 frame window and the 
acceleration features are computed on a 11 frame window 
(frame rate is 100Hz). Hence, the values K = 23, M = 5 and 
D = 39 are used in this section. While this is longer than is 
probably optimal for the proposed approach, the standard 
window length was maintained. 
An overview chart of the obtained accuracy is given in Fig. 2. 
Compared to the results for static cepstra, both the clean 
accuracy and the noise robustness benefit from the addition of 
dynamic parameters in the CEP_D_A baseline. The full 
NNLS solution is too expensive in this case due to the high 
dimension. The approximate solution IT1 (solid line with 
circles) improves the robustness at the higher noise levels, but 
although the actual recognition errors are different from the 
CEP_D_A baseline, leads to the same accuracy at 20 dB 
SNR.  
Since dynamic features are more robust to noise addition than 
statics, an alternative and cheaper method is to apply the 
NNLS method to the static cepstra like in section 4.3 and use 
the noisy dynamic cepstra for the remaining 26 feature 
components. The accuracy for this method is given by the 
solid curve using the IT1 approximation. This method 
exceeds the performance for the multi-style training approach 
[5] (dashed line), though it needs to be repeated that the 
missing feature detector was idealized in these experiments. 
The poorer performance of the full IT1 method is probably 
due to the inappropriateness of a diagonal covariance model 
for s’, which spans 11 frames. 

5. Discussion and future work 

The IT0 and IT1 approximations lead to simple algorithms for 
solving the NNLS problem. The main computational 
complexity that is left in the Gaussian likelihood evaluation 
are multiplications with C, e.g. the transformation of the MLE 
solution for s’ in (8). However, many of these solutions will 
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Figure 1: accuracy on the AURORA test set A (train 
noise) using static features only. 
de or can be cached. Moreover, the likelihood of the 
ary Gaussian is an important cue for a pruning criterion. 
 work will focus on different choices for H and h, on 
izing the approximate NNLS solutions, on pruning 
ies, on the use of a non-idealized missing feature 

or and on more extended test sets. 

6. Conclusions 

ework for applying MFT in linear transform domains 
ectra was outlined. The formulation leads to a non-
ve least squares (NNLS) problem. One approximate 
on of practical importance is given by computing the 
based “data imputation” estimator in the log-spectral 
n and evaluating its score in the transformed domain. 
radient search iteration further improves the accuracy. 

approach was verified for both static and static plus 
ic cepstral features on a subset of the AURORA-2 task. 
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